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Call for Candidature 
Moving from a successful experience dating back the nineties the Italian Society of Accounting 

History (SISR) is eager to launch the First International Seminars of Accounting History 

(ISAH). Siena and its historic heritage could represent the perfect background where to 

convene and host the First ISAH. 

The main objective of our seminar is to offer to - the junior and senior, Italian and 

international - participants the opportunity to present and discuss their own research papers 

in Accounting History profiting of a valuable faculty composition and the attendance of 

valuable invited speakers. 

The seminar program will be defined in order to offer a relevant opportunity to improve the 

quality of the papers presented and discussed. This is particularly convenient and oriented to 

address and reinforce the steps towards the forthcoming major event of the 14th World 

Congress of the Academy of Accounting Historians to be held in Pescara in 2016 (June 25-27). 

It is worthy to emphasize that the official journal of SISR, Contabilità e Cultura Aziendale – 

Accounting and Cultures will support the ISAH and will be involved in it. 

Each participant is asked to submit his/her candidature and a research paper in Accounting 

History not later than September 20, 2015. 



The full paper submission (in word) - focusing on the full range of accounting history topics 

and written according to different methodological and theoretical perspectives - have to be 

sent to: 

Roberto Di Pietra (dipietra@unisi.it) and 

Massimo Sargiacomo (msargiacomo@unich.it). 

Authors will be notified on the paper acceptance not later then October 15, 2015. 

Deadlines 

Full paper submission: September 20, 2015 

Paper acceptance notification: October 12, 2015 

Participants’ registration: November 3, 2015 

Conference Venue 

School of Economics and Management, Franco Romani Room (Ground Floor), Piazza San 

Francesco, no. 7, Siena 

Invited Speakers 

Nieves Carrera, IE Business School, Madrid, Spain 

Delfina Gomes. University of Minho, Braga, Portugal 

Yannick Lemarchand, University of Nantes, Nantes, France 

Scientific Committee 

Roberto Di Pietra, Luca Anselmi, Valerio Antonelli, Andrea Bellucci, Enrico Deidda, Davide Di 

Russo, Alessandro Lai, Claudio Lipari, Paola Orlandini, Antonella Paolini, Luisa Pulejo, 

Massimo Sargiacomo, Stefania Servalli. 

 

Organizing Committee 
Roberto Di Pietra, Massimo Sargiacomo, Rachele Baldi, Jonida Carungu 
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CALL FOR PAPERS 

My first paper of accounting history 
 

Accounting history is a fascinating research area, characterized by the presence of some 

scholars who have decided to specialize their research agenda in this field. Sometimes, for this 

reason, accounting scholars don’t explore this field considering it a niche research field to 

leave to specialists. 

Actually, the investigation of the historical dimension has a great potentiality within the 

accounting research in its different strands and it also deserves the attention of scholars who 

have devoted their investigations to accounting topics in general. 

In this regard, considering fundamental to enlarge the historical investigation, Contabilità e 

Cultura Aziendale – Accounting and Cultures intends to stimulate the production of accounting 

history papers by scholars facing for the first time an accounting history paper, devoting a 

Special Issue to these contributions. 

In order to help who intends to explore this field submitting a paper for the Special Issue, 

Contabilità e Cultura Aziendale – Accounting and Cultures arrange a first discussion of the 

authors’ papers in a specific session during the First International Seminar of Accounting 

History (ISAH), held in Siena 3-4 December 2015.  

Topics may include, but are not limited to: 

• Accounting theories and practices 

• History of international accounting standard-setting 

• Public sector accounting history 

• History of accounting, auditing and managerial professions 

• Accounting, gender and history 

• Accounting and Economics 

• Business histories 

• Managerial uses of accounting information 

• Management history 

Potential contributors are encouraged to interpret the above themes broadly, using diverse 

theoretical and methodological perspectives. 

All manuscript proposals (i.e., 1,000-word maximum: Title, Co-Authors, Abstract, Method, 

Primary Sources) should be sent by 12 July 2015 to rivista-cca@unisi.it with “My first paper of 

accounting history” as object. The full paper submission deadline for the Special Issue and 

ISAH is 20 September 2015. 


